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  	Why does Operation Arrow staff #ChooseOA?
#ChooseOA is a marketing and social media campaign which allows active OA members to share the reasons they became involved and chose to stay involved with the Order of the Arrow; simply put, why they #ChooseOA. We asked Operation Arrow staffers why they #ChooseOA; here’s what some of them said. 


	“I #ChooseOA because I don’t know who or where I would be were it not for the friendships developed and skills learned through the OA.” 
	“I #ChooseOA to help provide young people with leadership opportunities and skills they would not receive elsewhere.” 
	“I #ChooseOA because it has been an opportunity to take my Scouting experience to the next level, to make friends from all over the country, and to grow as a leader.” 
	“I #Choose OA because the OA is awesome, and because we learn to lead much better than we would if we were not part of it!” 
	“I #ChooseOA because it is important to work with other people who want to be there and do the right thing, and because it unifies Scouts at a level beyond their troop that nothing else can really match.” 


And, finally: 


	“I #ChooseOA because I believe that this organization is worth it.”


Be sure to spread your national jamboree and Operation Arrow story using the hashtag #ChooseOA! Interested in learning more about #ChooseOA, or sharing your own testimonial about why you #ChooseOA? Visit www.oa-bsa.org/chooseoa or reach out to us at @email.



	Tell the world why you #ChooseOA
As a member of the Order of the Arrow, you chose to be a part of an organization greater than yourself; an organization whose mission is to instill the values of selfless service and devotion to others in the minds of every boy who joins the Scouting program. Sensing your dedication to these values, your fellow Scouts called you to take part in something beyond yourself. That call, in part, requires you to spread the message of the Order of the Arrow to those Scouts and Scouters who have not yet had the opportunity to join the OA, and to choose to be a part of the movement beyond simply completing your Ordeal.

The Order of the Arrow has always valued the preservation of tradition. In many ways, it is that tradition which makes the Order of the Arrow such a valuable program. The traditions which we hold so close tell us to be cheerful, even in arduous labor. They tell us to be mindful of the needs of others, and to place those needs before our own. These traditions help to build the tightest bonds of brotherhood that the Boy Scouts of America has ever seen.

When immersed in the experiences of our brotherhood, it becomes easy to forget that those who chose you need you. Even so, while many lodges across the nation enjoy a healthy brotherhood conversion rate, many more struggle to meet Journey to Excellence standards. This is not because the state of our brotherhood is weak. On the contrary, membership retention levels for the OA are higher than those of the BSA at large. However, simply remaining part of our brotherhood isn’t enough.

Now, more than ever, it is time that we as Arrowmen show the world why we chose to participate in this brotherhood. It is time to show Scouting what it means to live a life of servant leadership, of unselfish service and of devotion to one’s brothers. This is why, over the last several months, the National Order of the Arrow Committee has worked to compile a bank of resources to aid in accomplishing this goal. Some of the resources that have been developed include:


OA unit election materials: In the annual JTE report for 2015, many units reported that the OA unit election is the least desirable OA experience. To help ensure that OA unit elections are a great experience, the #ChooseOA team has put together a new presentation complete with a cheat sheet on how to more successfully conduct the OA unit election. This is the first interaction that many new Scouts and Scouters will ever have with the Order of the Arrow; let’s make it a great one!

#ChooseOA brochure: Many parents, unit leaders and professional Scouters who are not OA members report having very little knowledge on what the OA is; we’ve developed something to help them understand. The #ChooseOA tri-fold brochure will serve as a tool for lodges to take to unit elections, new member orientations, and other OA events to spread the message. We’ve also included a blank page that lodges can customize to talk specifically about their program.

#ChooseOA information booth: Resources for an OA information booth at non-OA events have been developed, and are ready to go to your next council camporee or district roundtable.


These resources, among others, were debuted at NEXT: A New Century this August in Bloomington, IN. To find out more information on these resources visit the #ChooseOA.
Remember, those who chose you need you! It’s time to tell the world why you decided to #ChooseOA, and encourage those around you to do the same!


	How to use the #ChooseOA resources
Using #ChooseOA is simple! There are a few major ways to spread the word about the OA through this initiative.

Use the hashtag! #ChooseOA in an official hashtag of the OA, it can be used by itself or alongside #oabsa to promote the OA on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Make a video! It doesn’t have to be long, but any sort of video testimonial from youth members about why they #ChooseOA goes a long way towards showing elected candidates and newly inducted Arrowmen what the OA is about, and why being a member is such an incredible opportunity. And remember, as you film: the hashtag (#) is silent!

Utilize the resources! There are a number of great resources online at www.oa-bsa.org/chooseoa. Our high quality #ChooseOA posters can be printed and hung up at roundtables, lodge events, or at your council service center to show some of the awesome opportunities the OA provides, as well as individual testimonials. Try customizing the Unit Election presentation for use by your elections teams when they are visiting troops and teams in your council. With the New Member Orientation presentation, briefing new Ordeal members after their induction can be quick and easy! And make sure that those newly inducted Arrowmen know that you haven’t forgotten about them by sending them a copy of our New Member Welcome Letter in the months after their Ordeal! There are a number of new materials in the works that are scheduled to be released this spring, so make sure you check back often!

Are you concerned about printing? No problem! For now, all files can be downloaded in professionally-printable quality. You can download them to a memory stick, take them to a print shop or office supply store, and have them professionally printed. This is especially important if you want to print the banner. The National OA Committee is working on releasing a nation-wide and cost-effective method to have professionally printed banners and materials delivered to you. Until then, this is your best option.

If you have any further questions about the #ChooseOA initiative or how to utilize it or the resources, please reach out to the team at @email. Now, get out there and tell the world why YOU #ChooseOA!


	What is #ChooseOA?
Finally, the answer to your lodge and chapter’s marketing needs is here. Last summer the National Order of the Arrow Committee began rolling out a new initiative aimed at addressing the marketing needs of lodge and chapter officers. With #ChooseOA, those lofty JTE goals are finally within reach.

#ChooseOA is a marketing and social media campaign which allows active OA members to share the reasons they became involved and chose to stay involved with the Order of the Arrow; simply put, why they #ChooseOA. These testimonials, paired with a resource repository, will hopefully prompt other audiences (including elected candidates, OA alumni, parents, and Scoutmasters) to learn more about the leadership and program opportunities the OA offers, and to either become involved in the program themselves, or support the program’s goals.

A major part of #ChooseOA is the resource repository, rich with materials to help lodges curtail low Brotherhood conversion rates, appease the concerned unit leader, and calm the anxious parent. Our goal is to reach out to the greater Scouting community and educate them about the Order of the Arrow and its valuable program.

Last summer, at NEXT: A New Century, more than 800 Arrowmen received 7,000 resources to take home to their lodge and council events. All of those resources have been made available in the online repository. It is completely stocked with materials to help deliver an outstanding unit election, a concise new member orientation, and a vibrant information booth at your next council function.

Our team is not done - in 2017, we will continue to grow this repository to meet the needs of local officers and Scouting units. As Arrowmen, it is on us to share the valuable Order of the Arrow program to the Scouting community, and encourage those selected and inducted Arrowmen to #ChooseOA and be active in their local lodge or chapter.

Go to oa-bsa.org/chooseoa to download the latest set of #ChooseOA resources and be sure to go out and tell your friends why you #ChooseOA.



	#ChooseOA: Activation Rate
Ultimately, the health of a lodge’s program, communications, and leadership can be seen in its activation rate, which refers to the percentage of new members who attend a lodge event within the first twelve months following their induction. Many factors go into activation, making this a difficult area to identify single issues and simple solutions. This session addresses the wide range of issues which influence activation.
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